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If you are approaching retirement or already 
in it, you should start planning NOW to 
decrease your future taxes!

Recently, a new client visited our office. He had a good 

problem to have; he had saved too much money!

With most of his money in a 1traditional IRA account, he was 

worried about the taxes. He came to us wanting to know 

how to lower taxes in retirement.

Fortunately, there are many ways to lighten taxes in 

retirement – all without doing anything illegal or unethical.

How is that the case?

Well, grab a cup of coffee and settle in for our longest blog 

post ever! If you read on, you will learn how to reduce your tax 

bill in retirement.
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LOWERING TAXES ON RMDs
FROM IRAs

The gentleman from our story was over 70 1/2 years old. This 

is an important detail to know; age 70 1/2 is when Required 

Minimum Distributions (RMD) begin.

Required Minimum Distributions!? Let us explain what that 

means. (If you’re already familiar with Individual Retirement 

Accounts (IRA) accounts and RMDs, you can jump ahead to the 

section where we discuss how to lower taxes in retirement on 

page 10.)

IRA stands for 2Individual Retirement Arrangement. An IRA 

account is an investment account where your investments 

grow while receiving fantastic tax treatment. These IRA 

investment accounts receive special tax treatment because 

the U.S. government wants to encourage you to save money 

for retirement. This special tax treatment allows your 

investments to grow faster!

There are rules for taking money out of your IRA account.

Firstly, you cannot take money out of this tax-advantaged 

retirement account before age 59 1/2 without a penalty.

Further, 3you must begin taking money out of a traditional 

IRA account after age 70 1/2. The requirement to take money 

out of a traditional IRA account once you reach age 70 1/2 is 

called the Required Minimum Distribution (RMD).

Individual 
Retirement 

Arrangement 
(IRA) 

Accounts

Required 
Minimum 

Distributions
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Of course, once money leaves your IRA account, you lose the 

special tax treatment on the funds pulled out. You may also 

need to pay taxes on money that comes out of the account.

If you have put a lot of money into your traditional IRA 

account – and it is been there for some time – it can mean 

having to take out a lot of money. This is because of the RMDs.

Taking a lot of money out of the account can mean paying a lot 

of taxes.

The more money you have saved in a traditional IRA account, 

the more taxes you will eventually have to pay.

While putting money away for retirement into a special 

account receiving fantastic tax treatment (read: IRA) is always 

good, paying taxes is never fun.

When money comes out of a traditional IRA, you will likely 
have to pay income taxes.
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Unfortunately, the relationship to RMDs and taxes are not 

linear. It is exponential. This is because of the way the American 

Tax Code is set up; taxes increase quicker than your income.

This is because the U.S. has a tiered, progressive tax system. As 

you make more and money, you get taxed at higher and higher 

rates. It is not just the dollar amount that’s higher – it is the 

percent that increases too. As an example:

• If you have $10,000 in taxable income, you pay $1,000 

in Federal taxes.

That is a tax rate of 10%.

• If you have $100,000 in taxable income, you pay 

$13,879 dollars in taxes.

Why Large 
RMDs Mean 

Not Just Large 
Taxes, But 

XXXL Taxes

A large traditional IRA account can mean XXXL future taxes.
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That is a tax rate of almost 14%. This is why it is advantageous 

to keep your income as low as possible. If larger income means 

XXXL taxes, then smaller income means smaller taxes.

So, if you have a small RMD, you will have a small tax bill. But, 

if you have a medium RMD, you will have a large tax bill. And, if 

you have a large RMD, you’ll have an XXXL tax bill! By keeping 

RMDs small, you can save a fortune on taxes.

We have already talked about what an IRA account is. However, 

you also need to know that 4there are two types of IRA accounts:

• a traditional IRA account,

• and 5a Roth IRA account

Traditional Vs. 
Roth IRAs

A large income can mean XXXL taxes.
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The IRA account described in the beginning of this post is a 

traditional IRA. As mentioned, you pay taxes when you take 

money out of a traditional IRA.

With a Roth IRA account, on the other hand, you do not pay 

taxes when you take money out of the account.

This is because, with a Roth IRA account, you pay taxes when 

you put money into the account. (Technically, you do not get a 

tax-deduction when you put money into a Roth IRA.)

You can get a tax break when you put money into a traditional IRA or traditional 401(k) 
account. But, it can mean paying taxes when money comes out of the account.
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Just like a traditional IRA, a Roth IRA receives special tax 

treatment. With a Roth IRA, there are:

• no taxes on growth while money is inside the account, and

• no taxes when money comes out of the account.

You will notice that for both types of IRA accounts, the tax 

treatment is symmetrical. Either you pay taxes now (Roth 

IRA), or you pay taxes later (traditional IRA).

Since you pay taxes on money going into a Roth IRA, you do 

not pay taxes on the way out. Since there are no taxes on 

money coming out of a Roth IRA, the I.R.S. does not care if 

money ever comes out of the account. Therefore, 6there are 

no RMDs on Roth IRA accounts.

You put money into a Roth IRA after you have already paid taxes on that money.
When money comes out of that account, you owe no tax on it.
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So, far we have covered:

• the definition of a traditional and Roth IRAs,

• how RMDs come into play,

• how America’s progressive tax code works

Now, let us do some problem-solving for our client facing

large RMDs.

HOW TO LOWER TAXES IN 
RETIREMENT: PLAN FOR RMDs

Unfortunately, our new client didn’t plan for his big RMDs 

from his traditional IRA account. He was already over 

71-years-old. So, his RMDs were in full swing. Sadly for him, he 

was simply doing damage control.

While there are opportunities to decrease taxes at his age, 

those opportunities are not as good as some of the tax-saving 

strategies that you can take advantage of with proper 

financial planning.

Let us review those opportunities to determine what our 

client could have done to reduce taxes.
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First, let us discuss the gap years. This a term used to describe 

the time between the start of your retirement and when 

RMDs begin.

If you retire at age 60, and RMDs start at 70 1/2, the years 

between those events are your gap years.

The gap years provides a special opportunity for financial 

planning, which can:

• reduce taxes,

• increase the after-tax value of your investments, and

• help set a game plan for the rest of your life.

Before I explain how to optimize Social Security to increase 

your income and reduce your taxes, let us review what Social 

Security benefit payments are and how those payments work. 

If you already know all about Social Security, you can skip to 

the next section.

Planning For 
The Gap Years 
To Lower Your 

Retirement 
Taxes

Delaying 
Social 

Security

The time between you retire and when RMDs kick-in is known as the “gap years.” 
Gap years are a fantastic financial planning opportunity if you know how to lower 

taxes in retirement.
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If you have been paying into Social Security (like most people), 

you are entitled to receive Social Security retirement benefits. 

(If you are not sure how much money you are entitled to, you 

should check out the link in the references section to 7look up 

your payments).

You can start receiving your retirement benefits as early as 

age 62, or as late as age 70.

Social Security Strategies to Save Taxes and

Increase Income

While it is easy to see why consumers would be inclined to 

start claiming Social Security benefits as early as possible, this 

is often a mistake. For most people, the best strategy is to 

delay Social Security benefits for as long as possible.

Does delaying your Social Security benefit payments make 

sense for you?

It depends on your resources. Those resources may include:

• cash in a savings account,

• investments in a taxable account,

• money in a Roth IRA,

• a pension provided by an employer,

• RMDs from an inherited IRA,

• distributions from a business, or

• passive income from rental property
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If you can lean on any of those resources (or others) to provide 

you income before age 70, you should. Doing so will allow you 

to delay your Social Security retirement benefits.

But, why would you want to delay your Social Security 

retirements benefits? Because delaying Social Security 

benefits is a double-win in your gap years. Here is why:

For every year you postpone Social Security benefits, the 

Social Security Administration will pay you more money. 
8Your rate of return on delaying your Social Security benefits 

is approximately 8% per year.

That is a pretty fantastic guaranteed rate of return. You won’t 

find a guaranteed return of 8% anywhere else in the world.

Reason #1:

You will get 
more money 

from the 
Social Security 

If you delay your Social Security benefits, you can increase your benefit payment. 
You can use this strategy to help lower your taxes in retirement.
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9Social Security benefit payments are partially taxable. 

By postponing your Social Security benefit payments, you 

postpone taxes.

Moreover, you are decreasing your income, which means 

paying substantially less in taxes (10because income tax rates 

progressive). By keeping your income lower by delaying Social 

Security during your gap years, you set yourself up for tax-

efficient partial Roth conversions.

What is a partial Roth conversion? Stay with me, dear reader, 

and you will find out.

PARTIAL ROTH CONVERSIONS TO 
REDUCE TAXES IN RETIREMENT

In your gap years (the time between your retirement and age 

70), you can do something called a partial Roth conversion, or 

a Roth conversion ladder.

With a partial Roth conversion, you take a little bit of money 

from your traditional IRA account and put it into your Roth 

IRA account.

When you do this, you must pay taxes on the money you take 

out of the traditional IRA account.

Reason #2:

You will 
reduce your 

taxable income 
while you do 
partial Roth 
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Why would you want to take money out of your IRA account – 

and pay taxes on it – before you absolutely have to?

A good reason to speed up paying taxes on your traditional 

IRA (via a partial Roth IRA conversion) is you can pay a little 

bit of taxes during your gap years to avoid a lot of taxes on big 

RMDs later.

When you take money out of a traditional IRA – including doing a partial Roth 
conversion – you may owe taxes on that money.

Taxes you can expect from required minimum distributions (RMDs) from your 
traditional IRA or traditional 401(k) if you don’t do a partial Roth conversion or 

Roth conversion ladder strategy.
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With a partial Roth conversion, you are paying small amounts 

of taxes each and every “gap” year. You do this to avoid a lot of 

taxes once RMDs begin at 70 1/2. This strategy of partial Roth 

conversions during your gap years can reduce your future 

tax burden.

If you are receiving a pension from an employer, you should 

take that into consideration when planning for your gap years. 

Just like Social Security payments, payments from a monthly 

pension benefit are subject to income taxes. Always consider 

how pension income will impact your financial plan.

The best financial planning would put partial Roth conversions 

into play before your pension benefit begins. (Most pension 

benefits begin at age 65).

Minimizing 
Taxes From 

An Employer 
Pension

Doing a partial Roth conversion from your traditional IRA to your Roth IRA to 
avoid big RMDs is how to lower taxes in retirement.
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Consider the following example of how to lower taxes in 

retirement for those that have a pension:

Planner Peter has a traditional IRA account with $1 million dollars. 

He also has a Social Security benefit payment of $30,00 annually 

starting at age 67. Planner Peter can take his Social Security 

benefit as early as age 62. If he takes benefits at age 62, he will 

receive a benefit of $21,000 annually. If he claims benefits at age 

70, he will receive $37,209 each year.

After running the numbers and deciding he is eager to retire, 

Peter decides to leave his job. He is 60 years old. With money 

in a taxable investment account and cash savings, Peter slowly 

takes money out of those accounts to pay for his living expenses. 

Given his savings, Peter decides to postpone his Social Security 

benefits until age 70. Between ages 60 and age 65, Planner Peter 

executes partial Roth conversions. He does this by taking a little bit 

of money from his traditional IRA and putting it into his Roth IRA 

each year.

At age 65, Planner Peter’s pension benefit begins. This increases 

his taxable income. Planner Peter continues his annual Roth 

conversions but does so with smaller amounts each year. This is 

because of his higher taxable income from his pension.

At age 70, Planner Peter receives Social Security benefits. This 

further increases his taxable income. His RMDs are also now 

set to begin. At this point, Planner Peter stops his partial Roth 

conversions because his income from both Social Security and his 

pension is so high.
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Because of this careful planning, Peter was able to decrease 

his taxable income during the earliest portion of his gap years. 

This allowed him to minimize taxes not only at his eventual 

RMD age of 70 1/2, but also on the partial Roth conversions 

every year. By paying less taxes to the government, Planner 

Peter has more money for himself!

PLANNING FOR THE GAP 
YEARS WHEN YOU HAVE 
CHARITABLE INTENTIONS

For many who have been blessed with a successful life, giving 

back feels like the right thing to do. Fortunately, some careful 

planning during the gap years can make giving back much 

easier on your wallet.
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Qualified Charitable Donation (QCD) From A 
Required Minimum Distribution (RMD)

While you can always make a charitable contribution at any 

time, certain strategies can generate the greatest tax savings. 

Let us take a look at Planner Peter’s situation again to see how 

he can make the most impact with his money.

Planner Peter retires at age 60. He now has 
plenty of time to seek out and research the 
charities that inspire him. However, even if Peter 
finds the right charity, it may not be the right time 
for him to donate.

Referring to the timeline above, the most tax-
efficient donation that Peter can make will be 
when his RMDs begin at age 70 1/2. Assuming 
Peter has sufficient income from his Social 
Security benefits and his pension – and he does 
not need the income from his traditional IRA 
– Planner Peter can use his RMD to donate to 
charity. He does this by turning his RMD into 
Qualified Charitable Contribution (QCD). This 
can decrease his tax burden.
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At the end of the day, turning your RMD into 11a Qualified 

Charitable Donation (QCD) can be even better than making 

a donation outright. Waiting until the age of 70 1/2 to make a 

donation is usually the smartest thing to do for two reasons:

1. Given increased income (and the associated taxes) of 

Social Security – and possibly even a pension – tax rates 

will be higher after age 70 1/2 compared to the gap 

years. If you make a charitable donation when you are in 

a higher tax bracket, you can save pay less in taxes.

2. Waiting to make a donation until age 70 1/2 – as 

opposed to age 60 – means money invested in an IRA 

will have an additional decade to grow. The means that 

you may be able to donate more money, making a bigger 

impact for the charity receiving the donation and saving 

more money on taxes.
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MANAGING OTHER INCOME IN 
YOUR GAP YEARS

If charitable donations are not your thing, there are plenty of 

opportunities to manage taxes during your gap years.

Capital gains are just a fancy way of saying that you made 

money on your investment. Capital gains occur in a regular 

taxable account – in other words, not your traditional IRA 

account, not your Roth IRA, not your 401k, not your 403(b), 

or anything else receiving special tax treatment. A regular 

taxable account is a plain-vanilla taxable account that is 

subject to taxes on interest, dividends, and capital gains.

Realize 
Capital Gains 

To Decrease 
Taxes In 

Retirement

Realize taxable gains during your gap years to increase the tax 
basis of your investments.
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But, just because you are dealing with a regular taxable 

account does not mean there aren’t financial planning 

opportunities to reduce your tax burden during your gap 

years. In your gap years, it may make sense to sell some of 

your investments that have made money – investments that 

have capital gains. The reason you may want to do this is that 
12you may be taxed at zero percent (0%) on long-term capital 

gains if you in are the two lowest Federal tax brackets.

If you have a side business, it may make sense to distribute 

more income during your gap years. This is because you’ll be 

taxed at a lower rate during your gap years.

If you have a business or rental property generating income, 

it may make sense to postpone expenses until you reach RMD 

age. With rental property, postponing expenses (but not capital 

expenditures) may mean waiting to replace carpet or even re-

painting a unit. If you can postpone expenses until you are at an 

age where you must take RMDs, this will mean you will be able 

to decrease your income. Less income means less taxes.

Accelerate 
Income

Postpone 
Expenses

It may be tax efficient to make business distributions when you are
in a lower tax bracket during your gap years.
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RMDs WHILE YOU ARE WORKING

Some people choose to work well into their 70’s. In that case, a 

lot of the strategies discussed here may not apply. (You may not 

want to do partial Roth conversions while you are working, for 

example.) This is because working means taxable income, and 

thus being in a higher tax bracket than if you were not working.

However, there are still opportunities to plan for taxes if you 

work past age 70. Those strategies include:

Whether you are working or not, you still want to delay Social 

Security. If you are working, delaying Social Security makes 

extra sense. This is because you will already have income – and 

taxes – from working.

You especially do not want RMDs while you are working. 

That is because RMDs and working individually means income 

taxes. But, because of the U.S.’s progressive tax code, RMDs 

and income from working at the same time mean XXXL taxes.

Delay Social 
Security

Prevent 
RMDs While 

Working To 
Reduce Taxes
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Fortunately, 13you can roll all traditional IRAs and other 

traditional tax-advantaged retirement plans from previous 

employers (such as a 401(k), 403(b), etc.) into the retirement 

plan of your current employer. You want to do this because 

(14if you are still working), you do not need to take RMDs from 

your traditional 401(k) or 403(b), etc. Know that this only 

applies if you are not an owner of the company.

HOW TO LOWER TAXES IN 
RETIREMENT: CAREFUL TAX 
PLANNING DURING YOUR
GAP YEARS

Depending on your circumstances, none or all of the above can 

apply to you. Regardless, the lesson remains:
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The strategies described above would have worked for our 

client – had he only met with us sooner! Unfortunately, his 

options were limited since he was over age 70 1/2. If you are 

approaching your gap years or already in them, you should 

start planning now to decrease your future taxes!

With careful planning during your gap years, you 
can have more money if you know how to lower 

taxes in retirement.

TAYLOR R. 

SCHULTE, CFP®

FOUNDER & CEO

MAKE WORK OPTIONAL IN RETIREMENT

Access FREE resources and downloads to help 
you reduce taxes and invest smarter.

Type this link into your browser

definefinancial.com/resources
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DISCLOSURES

DISCLAIMER: This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a complete description of our investment services. 

This document is in no way a solicitation or offer to sell securities. THE INFORMATION ON THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT AN OFFER BY OR 

ON BEHALF OF ADVISER OR ITS AFFILIATES TO SELL OR SOLICIT AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITY OR OTHER SERVICES.   

The Company and its investment adviser representatives only transacts business in states where they are properly registered, or excluded or 

exempted from registration requirements. Information on this document should not be construed as personal investment advice.

Nothing on this document should be interpreted to state or imply that past results are an indication of future performance. Past performance 

may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that the future performance of any specific 

investment, investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended and/or purchased by adviser), or 

product made reference to directly or indirectly on this web site, or indirectly via link to any unaffiliated third-party web site, will be profitable 

or equal to corresponding indicated performance levels.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be 

suitable or profitable for a client’s investment portfolio. No client or prospective client should assume that any information presented and/

or made available on this document serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized individual advice from the adviser or any other 

investment professional.

Historical performance results for investment indexes and/or categories generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or 

custodial charges or the deduction of an investment-management fee, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical 

performance results.

Diversification does not protect against loss in a declining market.

Exchange Trade Funds (ETF’s) and mutual funds are subject to risks similar to those of stocks, such as market risk, and investors that have their 

funds invest in accordance with the portfolios may experience losses. The use of leverage by an exchange-traded fund or mutual fund increases 

the risk to the fund. The more a fund invests in leveraged instruments, the more the leverage will magnify gains or losses on those investments. 

The value of an investment and the return on invested capital will fluctuate over time and, when sold or redeemed, may be worth less than its 

original cost. Additionally, fixed income (bond) ETF’s or mutual funds are subject to interest rate risk which is the risk that debt securities in a 

portfolio will decline in value because of increases in market interest rates. Investments in foreign investments may incur greater risks than 

domestic investments.

As part of the advisory billing process, the client’s custodian is advised of the amount of the fee to be deducted from that client’s account. On 

at least a quarterly basis, the custodian is required to send to the client a statement showing all transactions and holdings within the account 

during the reporting period, in addition to any advisory fees paid. Because the custodian does not calculate the amount of the fee to be 

deducted, it is important for clients to carefully review their custodial statements to verify the accuracy of the calculation, among other things.

Clients should contact adviser directly if they believe that there may be an error in their statement.

We urge our clients to carefully compare the information provided on our statements to statements provided by their custodian in order to 

ensure that all account transactions, holdings and values are correct and current.


